[Electrophysiologic examinations in low frequency hearing impairment: clinical and prognostic aspects].
Low-frequency hearing impairment (LFHI) is mainly associated to endolymphatic hydrops and shows a high variety of possible outcomes. Electrophysiologic examinations are widely recommended in diagnostics of LFHI, wheras up to now no data exist about the prognostic value of these examinations in a conservative therapeutic regimen. In a quality assessment, we retrospectively evaluated the records of 90 patients, and performed an audiometric follow-up for analysis of long-time hearing data. All patients had undergone diagnostic electrocochleographic examination (ECochG) and then had been treated with rheologic infusions, followed by dehydrating infusions in patients lacking complete remission. The results of both therapeutic strategies and of long-time results were correlated to electrophysiologic findings. The prognosis of LFHI is significantly reflected by pretherapeutic electrocochleographic data. All significant parameters were associated to compound action potential (CAP) whereas parameters associated to cochlear microphonics (CM) did not include any utilizable prognostic value. In patients with a good outcome, the latency of CAP complex was significantly shorter, and the width of CAP complex significantly smaller than in patients with poor hearing outcome after rheologic and after dehydrating therapy and in long time assessment. The relation of summating potential (SP) und CAP was significantly smaller when the outcome was sufficient or good for either therapy and in long time analysis. Steep CAP-input-output-curves were associated to insufficient outcome after rheologic therapy and in long time assessment, but not for dehydrating therapy. The results indicate that ECochG is of significant prognostic value concerning hearing outcome after conservative therapy in patients suffering from LFHI. It can help the physician to counsel the patient and perform an effective management of the disease. We conclude that ECochG should be performed before the onset of therapy, including collection of SP and CAP data whereas CM parameters may be omitted.